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The Atlanta Chapter of The National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences 2001 Southern Regional Emmy Nominees are:

1-A.√ **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Spot News Reporting**

“Palmetto Textiles Fire,” Producers - Nigel Robertson and Jason Foster; WYFF

“Gwinnett Chase,” Producers - Alan Hand and Matt Wallace; WSB

“Tornado 2000,” Producers - James Spann, Mark Prater and Garry Kelly; ABC

1-B.√ **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Spot News Reporting/Team Coverage**

“Lawrenceville Tornado,” Producers - Cheryl White, Jeff Dore, Ross Cavitt, Deidra Dukes, Chuck Rakestraw, Tony Light, Don Franklin, Niki Gill and Rick Nelson; WSB

“Fugitive Captured,” Producers - Katherine Caldwell, Lynn Harasin, Jeff Dore, Sally Sears, Jovita Moore, Andy Artis, Yvonne Wright, Kurt Davis, Mike Dreaden and Marian Pittman; WSB

“Tuscaloosa Tornado,” Producers - Willie Chriesman, Scarlet Thompson and Amoi Geter; WVTM-TV

1-C.√ **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/General Assignment Reporting**

“Fabric of the Flag,” Producers - Michael Cogdill and John Hendon; WYFF

“The Presidents,” Producers - Walt Maciborski and Alija Sakota; WXIA

“Cancer Donation Theft,” Producers - Todd Shearer and Schewislzer Lewis; WGCL
1-D.√ **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Investigative Reporting**

“Poor Man's Dentist,” Producers - Dana Fowle, Travis Shields, Chris Dixon, Michael Carlin and Mindy Larcom; WAGA

“Men at Work,” Producers - Jerry Carnes and David Brooks; WXIA

“Sheriff's Department Investigation,” Producers - Dale Cardwell, James Bridges, and Tami Delemeester; WSB

“Criminal Caregivers,” Producers - Randy Travis, Tony D'Astoli, Chris Dixon and Michael Carlin; WAGA

1-E.√ **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Series Reporting**

“Crimestoppers: Cold Cases,” Producers - Brad Willis and Chris Gulfman; WYFF

“A Brave Fight,” Producers - Lisa Sigell, Matt Hammond and Larry Audas; WLTX

“Amazing Child,” Producers - Lisa Sigell, Steve Daniels and Larry Audas; WLTX

1-F.√ **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Medical Series Reporting**

“To Walk, Again,” Producers - Jennifer Leslie, Holly Sheppard and Mike Thomas; WXIA

“H.I.V., AIDS and You,” Producers - Deiah Riley and David Brooks; WXIA

“Women and Fibroids,” Producers - Jovita Moore and Erin Frederickson; WSB
1-G. **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Consumer Series Reporting**

“Inventors Beware,” Producers - Randy Travis, Tony D'Astoli and Chris Dixon; WAGA

“Call For Action,” Producers - Bill Liss, Monte Richardson and Beverly Molander; WXIA

“Blues Cruise,” Producers - Jim Strickland and Greg Turchetta; WSB

1-H. **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/News Feature**

“Chastity's Story,” Producers - Michael Cogdill, John Hendon; WYFF

“Last Call,” Producers - Tom Corvin and Robert O'Brien; WAGA

“Scared Straight,” Producers - Jerry Carnes and Leonard Raglin; WXIA

1-J. **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Sports Reporting**

"Low 5 Sports"  Producers - Buck Lanford, Brad White, Komunyaka Stephens, WAGA

"Women's Boxing"  Producers - Doug Richards, Andi Larner, Mike Daly, WAGA

"The Miracle League" Producer - Kenny Hamilton, WXIA

1-K. **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Specialty Reporting**

“Dubious Honors,” Producers - Jim Strickland, Dave Darling and Greg Turchetta; WSB

“Message from the Bottle,” Producers - Michael Cogdill, John Hendon and Lori Webster; WYFF

“You Paid for It: Sparks Road,” Producers - Dale Russell, Chris Dixon and Mindy Larcom; WAGA
1-L.√  **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Live Field Reporting**

“C.S.S. Hunley,” Producers - Ken Elmore, Tom Crabtree and Hank Epton; WSPA

“Turkey Day,” Producers - Scott Hedeen and Joel Thomas; WXIA

“Confederate Flag Comes Down,” Producers - Tom Posey, Jane Hess, Jim Eddins and Susan Biggers; SCET

1-M.√  **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/News Special or Continuous Coverage**

“Raising the Hunley,” Producers - Chris Drummond, Mary Rigby, Jodi Danenberg and Octavia Mitchell; WCSC

“Manhunt,” Producers - Todd Wilson, Ed Kelley, Larry Audas, Arthur Wood, Rusty Barnes, Michael Chisolm, Rebecca Clark, Joel Connable, Mike Crowder, Steve Daniels, Ryan Goodman, Matthew Hammond, Chip Hansen, Mary Nguyen, Deloris Keith, Glenn Loveless, Van O'Cain, Patrick Phillips, Lisa Sigell, Samantha Slapnik; WLTX

“Election 2000,” Producers - Tom Posey, Jane Hess, Marc Manges and Mark Slice; SCET

1-N.√  **Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Top News Segment (Markets 1-25)**

“Channel 2 Action News Nightbeat,” Producer - Misti Turnbull; WSB

“11Alive News - Ice Storm,” Producer - Marcita Thomas; WXIA

“Channel 2 Action News 6 PM,” Producer - Cheryl White; WSB
Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Daily Newscast (Markets 1-25)

“WGCL Clear News at 5PM,” - Mark Aldren, Mike Cavender, Jane Robelot, Mark Harmon, Calvin Hughes, Emily Morris, Paul Powers, Sue Stephens, Todd Shearer, Fred Powers, Letitia Miele, Benjamin Johnson, Gene Norman, Mark Harmon, Andrea Arcenneaux, and Cynthia Vail; WGCL

“Channel 2 Action News Nightbeat,” - Misti Turnbull, Ray Carter, Yvonne Wright, Susan Stone, Marian Pittman, Kurt Davis, Mike Dreaden, Tami Delemeester, Margie Riley, Mike Dreaden, Kurt Davis, Tony Plummer, John Pruitt, Monica Kaufman, Eric Gross, and Cyndi Quitmeyer; WSB


“11Alive News,” - Brenda Wood, West Sarginson, Tai Takahashi, Pat McConnell, Keith Whitney, Joel Thomas, Jerry Carnes, Marc Pickard, Deiah Riley, Paul Ossman, Ron Nakfoor, A.J. Keane, Kevin Sheridan, Larry West, Matt King, Megan Dacey, Sylvia McDonald, Bill Jones, Kenny Hamilton, Fred Kalil, Willis Boyd, Kendra Mackey, Alfonzo DeBose, Jennifer Bognacki, Andre Buckner, Rob Williams; WXIA

Outstanding Achievement: Television News Excellence/Daily Newscast (Markets 26 and above)

“NewsChannel 7 at 6:00,” Producers - Karen Kelly, Beth Conter-Johnson, Russ Bradley, Ken Elmore, Tom Crabtree, Amy Wood, Hank Epton, Pete Yanity and Jack Roper; WSPA

“NBC 13 News at 6:00,” Producers - Willie Chriesman, Tom Allen, Shannon Delcambre and Wendy Fort; WVTM

“WSFA 6:00 Report,” Producer - Michael O’Neil; WSFA
2-A. Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Public Affairs Program


“interact atlanta: Night Fighters,” Producers - Pam Wedding, Michael Watchulonis, Myrna Moore and Brian Parker; WTBS

“Journey to the Holy Land,” Producers - Dave Baird and Bill Castle; ABC 33/40

2-B. Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Interview/Discussion Program

“Future of Education in Georgia,” Producers - Cheryl White, CB Hackworth, Susan Stone and Toni E. Plummer; WSB

“The Journey of Gordon Parks,” Producers - Michael Watchulonis, Tom Williams and John Parry; Turner South

“A Conversation With Judge Finney: A Lifetime of Success,” Producers - William A. Anderson, Allen Tapp, Kristen Fyfe and Jim Barnard; SCET

2-C. Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Cultural Affairs Program

“Animal, Vegetable, Mineral: The Art of Frank Fleming,” Producer - Carolyn Hales; Univ. of Alabama Center for Public Television and Radio

“interact atlanta: The Art Within,” Producers - Pam Wedding, Michael Watchulonis, Myrna Moore and Will Payne; WTBS

“Steel Palmettos,” Producers - Beryl Dakers, Elaine Cooper, Delano Boulware and Dan Greshel; SCET
2-D. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Youth Program**

“interact atlanta: The Sound of Success,” Producers - Pam Wedding, Michael Watchulonis, Will Payne and Carrie Gildea; WTBS

“Posie Paints #5 - Texture,” Producers - Diane Hartman, Ron Rodenmeyer, Scott Colwell and Francis Rullan; Mississippi ETV

“Keeping Our Teens Safe,” Producers - Elise Durham and Dorthey Daniels; WSB

2-E. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Educational Program**

“Jim Fowler's Life In The Wild-Winged Predators of the Sky,” Producers - Sue Ann Taylor, Connie Fox, Ted Runnels and Audrey E. Bird; Blue Heron Films Inc.

“interact atlanta: Evolution,” Producers - Pam Wedding, Michael Watchulonis and Brian Parker; WTBS

“Where Do We Go From Here,” Producers - Virginia Friedman and John Reynolds; SCETV

2-F. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Feature: Non-News**

“Internet Branding,” Producers - Susan Hoffman, Amy Lynn Hults and Scott Huffman; GPTV

“Liars & Legends - Blackbeard,” Producers - Jennifer Wysocki, Bryan Simmons, Teague Kennedy and John Parry; Turner South

“Ben Rea,” Producer - Brian Parker; WTBS
2-G. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Feature: Sports**

“Negro Baseball League,” Producers - Lawrence Ryefield, Mike Epstein and Dave Branch and Mason Maynard; Fox Sports Net South

“Legendary Voices Of the South,” Producers - Tracy Arace, Dan Greene and Mason Maynard; Fox Sports Net South

“Bobby Cleveland: The Mower King,” Producers – Mason Maynard, Sandra Golden and Dan Green; Fox Sports Net South

2-H. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Documentary Program**

“The Private Lives of Children,” Producers - Gentry Edwards, Sara Rea, Steven Keller and Tom Atwood; CWK Network

“Mystery of the Lost Mummy,” Producers - John Pruitt, CB Hackworth, Chris Cantergiani and Leona Nascimento; WSB

“Primary Influence,” Producers - Dan Johnson, Judy Neal and Pam Baker; Imagemaster Productions Inc.

2-J. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Entertainment Program**

“Liars & Legends - 104,” Producers - Jennifer Wysocki, Bryan Simmons, Teague Kennedy and John Parry; Turner South

“interact atlanta: Automatic,” Producers - Michael Watchulonis, Brian Parker, Will Payne and Carrie Gildea; WTBS

“Small Miracles,” Producers - Katherine Caldwell, CB Hackworth, John Pruitt and Leona Nascimento; WSB
2-K.  **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Sports Event (Live)**

“Falcons vs Jaguars,” Producers - Chip Zeller, Jeff Hullinger, Tim Green and Rich Russon; WAGA

“Peachtree Road Race,” Producers - Bill Sykes, Chip Zeller, Scott Stucky and Jeff Hullinger; WAGA

“Mets vs Braves,” Producers - Darrin Woley, Roy Alfers and Steve Craddock; Fox Sports Net South

2-L.  **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Sports Program Series**

“interact atlanta: Heart and Soul,” Producers - Michael Watchulonis, Brian Parker, Will Payne and Eric Lanford; WTBS

“Regional Sports Report,” Producers - James Padgitt, Brian Hegner, Alex Halter and Steve Craddock; Fox Sports Net South

“Georgia Outdoors # 1106 - Whitewater,” Producers - Theresa Statz, Michael Skinner, Mitchell Zastrow and Keely Walker; GPTV

2-M.  **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/Sports Program (OTO)**


“Extreme Mike: Skydiving,” Producers - Michael McKeller and Alan Stecker; Extreme Mike Enterprises/GPTV

“Bring The Noise - Thrashers Preview Special,” Producers - Scott Cockerill, James Allen, Dan Reagan and Bert Bondi; Turner South
2-N. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/ Live Special Events (Other Than News)**

“2000 Miss Mississippi Pageant ‘Retro Disco’,” Producers - Patricia Hopson, Mallory Graham and Parvin Tramel; Miss Mississippi Corp.

“Job Fair 2000,” Producers - Elaine Tillier, Gerald Bryant, Marilyn Ringo and Ashlie M. Wilson; GPTV

“Peach Drop 2000-2001,” Producers – Holly Sheppard, Susan Chambers, David Brooks and Mike Watson; WXIA

2-P. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/ Magazine Program**

“Atlanta's Legacy With Brenda Woods,” Producers - Holly Sheppard, Brenda Wood, Michael Thomas and David Brooks; WXIA

“interact atlanta: Heroes,” Producers - Michael Watchulonis, Myrna Moore, Brian Parker and Carry Gildea; WTBS

“interact atlanta: Expressions,” Producers – Pam Wedding, Michael Watchulonis, Myrna Moore and Brian Parker; WTBS

2-Q. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Programming Excellence/ Medical Program**

“Right from Birth: A Parenting Series #4 "The Many Worlds of Infancy”,” Producers - Diane Hartman, Ron Rodenmeyer, Scott Colwell and Annjo Lemons; Mississippi ETV

“Final Choices: Changing a Culture,” Producers - Gerald Bryant, Carol Fisk and Leigh Green; GPTV
3-A. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Anchor**

Walt Maciborski; WXIA

Helen Neill; WGCL

Brenda Ladun; ABC 33/40

3-B. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Sportscaster**

Roger Manis; WXIA

Geoff Hart, WYFF

Fred Kalil, WXIA

3-C. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Weathercaster**

David Chandley; WSB

Chris Holcomb; WXIA

Gene Norman; WGCL

3-D. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Field Reporter**

Jerry Carnes; WXIA

Tom Corvin; WAGA

Ike Pigott; ABC 33/40

3-E. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Performer**

Susan Hoffman; GPTV

Michael Skinner; GPTV
Angela Robinson; Independent

3-F. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Performer Sports**

Matt Stewart; TV33

Roger Manis; WXIA

Bob Rathbun; Fox SNS

**Rick Karle; WBRC Fox 6**

3-G. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Writer (Excluding Commentary/Editorial)**

“Tom Corvin; WAGA

“Mark Pickard; WXIA

“Dale Cardwell; WSB

3-H. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Writer**

Myrna Moore; WTBS

Michael Watchulonis; WTBS

**CB Hackworth; WSB**

3-J. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Photographer**

Scott Hedeen; WXIA

**John Hendon; WYFF**

Kenny Hamilton; WXIA
3-K. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Photographer**

Chris Conroy; WAGA

**Mitch Zastrow; GPTV**

Dennis Bassarab; Turner Studios

3-L. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Editor (Film or Tape)**

Mike Daly; WAGA

**Philip J Hilbert II; WBRC Fox 6**

Chris Dixon; WAGA

3-M. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Editor (Film or Tape)**

Dan Daube; WGCL

Paul Sacco; WXIA

Leona Nascimento; WSB

3-N. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Lighting Designer**

Leona Nascimento; WSB

Daryl G. Wattley, Sr.; GPTV

**Larry Robertson; Turner South**
3-P. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Scenic Designer**

Guy H. Tuttle, Independent

Charles Huneke; GPTV

Christopher Mellon; Turner South

3-Q. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Graphics or Electronic Designer**

Monica Bueb; WAGA

Frank Cocke; Mississippi ETV

Beau Battles; WXIA

3-R. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Director**

Dan Johnson; Imagemaster Productions, Inc.

Glen Owen; Turner South

Don Godish; SCET

3-S. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Director (Live)**

Tom Williams; Turner South

Tony Robinson; TV33

Sean Flynn; WRJA
3-T. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Technical Director**

   Brian Hegner; Independent
   David M. Schrein; WSB
   **Allen H. Dunkin; WAGA**

3-U. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Composer**

   Dick Smith; WSB
   Danny Stern; Turner South
   Erik Bennett; WAGA

3-V. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Audio**

   James Bridges; WSB
   Stan Henson; WATL
   **Beth Riekenbaker; SCET**

3-W. **Outstanding Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Hair/Make-Up**

   Maxi Spisak; Independent
   Eva Jane Washington; Independent

4A. **Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Writing (Excluding Commentary/Editorial)**

   “The Rev. Dollar – Holyfield Connection,” Karyn Greer, Rick Blalock, Erika Facey-Palmer and David Roberts; WXIA
4-B. **Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/ Writing (Excluding News)**

“interact atlanta’s Super 17,” Michael Watchulonis, Will Payne and Myrna Moore; WTBS

“Final Choices: Changing a Culture,” Gerald Bryant, Carol Fisk and Leigh Green; GPT

“Primary Influence,” Dan Johnson and Kay Flowers; Imagemaster Productions Inc.

4-C. **Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/ Composers**

“Open Your Heart,” Rick Snyder, Dennis Leonard, Jason Elgin, Rodney Reaves, Michael Swann and John Hornsby; WBRC

4-D. **Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Audio**

“CTSD Hoops Open,” Tommy Kane and Dave Wheeler; Fox Sports Net South

“Legends Racing,” Chris Lalas and Leslie Shapiro; Fox Sports Net South

“Primary Influence,” Dan Monro, Tom Race, Dick Smith and Craig Tollis; Imagemaster Productions Inc.

4-E. **Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Photography**

“Traction Reaction,” David Brooks and Steve Flood; WXIA

“A Week At Ground Zero,” Lance Washington and Anthony Coppins; WAGA

“State Trooper Killed,” Rich Johnston, David Finleyson and Ken Elmore; WSPA

4-F. **Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/ Photography (Other than News)**
“The Night Fighters (a/k/a Friend In The Shadows),” Dennis Bassarab and Michael Reff; Turner Studios

“Mystery of the Lost Mummy,” Leona Nascimento, Dave Darling and Skip Portier; WSB

“Primary Influence,” Dan Johnson, Dave Dawson and Rob Rainey; Imagemaster Productions Inc.

4-G. Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/News Editing (Film or Tape)

“Arthur,” James Bridges and Dale Cardwell; WSB

4-H. Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Editing (Film or Tape)

“Posie Paints #4,” Scott Colwell, Art McAlpin, Ron Rodenmeyer and Frank Cocke; Mississippi ETV

“CTSD Hoops Open,” Tommy Kane and Chris Jordan; Fox Sports Net South

“Primary Influence,” Dan Johnson, Dan Monro, Port Wilson and Craig Tollis; Imagemaster Productions Inc.

4-J. Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Lightning Design

“Job Fair 2000,” Daryl G. Wattley, Sr., Karen Parsons and Rudy Ingram; GPTV

“The Journey of Gordon Parks on Turner South,” Kevin Powley, Michael Kenny and Denny Mooradian; Turner Studios

“Southern Living Presents: Romance on Turner South,” Kevin Powley and Michael Kenny; Turner Studios
4-K. Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Scenic Design

“Posie Paints,” Karen Wing and Stanley Graham; Mississippi ETV

“Good Day - Kitchen Set,” Monica Bueb and Ben Armstrong; WAGA

“Making It Grow! Set,” Sean Flynn, Sam Glenn, Tommy Burgess, Kim Combs and Bruce Mayer; WRJA

4-L. Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Graphic or Electronic Design

“WCW Classics - Opens,” Tony Cleave, Brian DeVille, Pat Smith, John Parry and Michael Schochet; Turner South

“Liars & Legends Opens,” Mark Falls, John Parry, Pat Smith and Bill Myers; Turner South

“CTSD Hoops Open,” Chris Jordan, Tommy Kane, Scott Harriman and Martin Ade; Fox Sports Net South

4-M. Outstanding Collaborative Achievement: Television Craft Excellence/Technical or Engineering Achievement
“Runner Cam,” Mike Daly, Bill Sykes, Christy Henderson and Andrew Funk; WAGA

5-A. **Outstanding Achievement: Public Service Announcement**

“Open Your Heart,” Rick Snyder, Lisa Beasley, Karen Cole, and Dennis Leonard; WBRC Fox 6

“Learning Through Storytelling,” Jeremy Cohen; Turner South

“Gordon Parks PSA,” Michael Watchulonis and Pam Wedding; WTBS

6-A. **Outstanding Achievement: Image Promotional Announcement**

“Holloween Id,” Erika Hahn and J.Clay Middleton; WUPA

“Trumphant Journey,” Erika Hahn and J.Clay Middleton; WUPA

“Television, Southern Style,” Glen Owen, Larry Robertson, Bob Cianfrone and Pat Smith; Turner South

6-B. **Outstanding Achievement: Program Promotional Announcement**

“Mummy,” Melinda Hicks, Jim Dixon, David Ferebee and Steve Riley; WSB

“Action News Prime Time-As It Happened,” Barry Sinnock and Steve Riley; WSB

“Favorite Braves Stories,” David Winter, Glen Owen, Steve Shephard and Pat Smith; Turner South

6-C. **Outstanding Achievement: News Image Promotional Announcement**

“That Morning Show,” PJ Hilbert, Karen Cole, David E. Kelly and Tonya Smith; WBRC Fox 6

“Clear News Campaign,” Mimmi Mathis; WGCL
“I-Team Image,” Lisa Lukas, Monica Bueb, Steve Hondros and Chris Conroy; WAGA

“Documenting History,” Chris Conroy and Steve Hondros; WAGA

6-D. Outstanding Achievement: News Topical Promotional Announcement

“Quest for Bigger Breast,” Lisa Lukas, Monica Bueb and Steve Hondros; WAGA

“The ‘N’ Word,” Lisa Lukas, Monica Bueb, Arlene Timoney and Chris Conroy; WAGA

“Body Odors - Health,” Mimmi Mathis; WGCL
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